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BACKGROUND AND OBJECTIVES
The dencan Geological Institute (AGI) m n t l y completed the first phase of a multiphase
pmgxam to study and implement a National Geoscience Data Repository System (NGDRS) to
capture and preserve valuable geoscientific data. The study was initiated in response to the fact
that tens of billionsof dollars worch of domestic geological and geophysical data m m jeopardy
o f b e i i irrevocably lost or destroyed as a oonsequence of the ongoing downsizing of the U.S.
energy and minerals industry.
The NGDRS would serve as an important and valuable source of information for the entire
geoscience community for a variety of appIications, including environmental protection, water
resome management, global change studies, reducing risks from earthquakes and other geologic
hazards, and basic and applied research. The repository system would also contain cdtical data
that would enable domestic energy and minerals companies to expand their exploration and
production programs in the United States for increased -very
of domestic oil, gas, and

mineral resources.

Phase I: Feasibility and Assessment Study
The first phase of the project was designed to assess the feasibility of establishing the NGDRS.
It focused on two major issues. First,it documented the types and quantity of data available for
. contributon to thb NGDRS. Second, it documented the data needs and priorities of potential
users of the system. There would be no point in proceeding with the project without large
cantn'butions of data that would be of gmtt interest to the potential user community.
The results of AGI's National Geoscience Data Repository System Study (1994) were extremely
positive. Major oil companies, large independent petroleum producers, and m i n e d companies
have indicated they would consider contributing vast amounts of data to a NGDRS. Many state
geological surveys, federal agencies, and a number of existing public repositories indicatedthey
would include their data in the NGDRS.
The total amount of seismic data identified in the Phase I study is conservatively estimated to
represent more than 15 million line miles, which constitute a substantial fiaction (perhaps 25
percent) of all seismic data c o l l d in the United States since 1950. Likewise, the rock core
and cuttings identified in the Phase I study are estimated to represent a significant fraction
@erhaps 10 percent) of the core and cuttings held by the major oil and gas companies.
Companies participating in the study have indicated that they would substantially increase their
data contributions after the NGDRS was established.
Proposed industry contributions represent billions of dollars worth of geological and geophysical
data that were collected at no expense to the federal government. In some cases, the data are
unique and cannot be replaced because of urban development and new restrictions that place
certain areas off limits to resource exploration and development activities. It is proposed that all
material placed in the NGDRS would enter the public domain and become available to all users.
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State and federal agencies have indicated that large amounts of geoscientific data already in their
possession would be made available through the NGDRS.

There is an excellent match between the types of geoscience information that companies would
be wiUing to umtribute to the NGDRS and the types of data that m of &reatest jntemt to
independent petroleum producers and other potential users ofthe repository system.

Phase II= Planning and Pilot Study

The second phase of the NGDRS project is being proposed in nsponse to the positive findings
of the Phase I study. The Phase II study would address specific organizational and operational
requirements for establishing and implementing the NGDRS. The joint industry, academic,
government agency Steering Committee established in the PhaseI feasibility study w d d provide
oversight and guidance for the Phase II study. The proposed Phase 11 study has four imjor
components:
1. Planning and Specification. The planning and specificationcomponent of the PhaseII study
would identify the requirements and develop an organizationat and operational plan for
implementing the NGDRS.
2. DirectOry of Geoscience Data Centers. A comprehensive directory of geoscience data
centers providhg idomation on data types and access wiu be critical to the implementation and
opedon of a decentralized NGDRS.

3. Pilot Projects. pilot projects developing the metrics for the transfer of various types of data
from the private sector to the public sector are critical to the development of an efficient and
c o s t 4 d v e NGDRS.
4. Steering Committee Operations. The 25-pemn, industry-led Steering committee
established to oversee the PhaseI Data Repository system Feasibility and Assessment Study will
continue to provide oversight for the Phase II Planning and pilot Study. The Committee will
have scheduled biannual review meetings and otherwise meet as required to consider technical
and policy issues.

Phase IIE ImpIementation and Operation
The goal of Phase III would be to provide for a coordinated, routine orderly transfer of
significant volumes of geoscience data from the private sector to the NGDRS. The business plan
and network support base defmed in the Phase II study would assure efficient operation of the
NGDRS. Major data mntxibutors would be matched to appropriate regional data repositories to
facilitate data transfer. procedures would be established for easy and efficient access to newly
acquired data by data users.
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PROJECT ACTWITIES
The project was formally initiated in February 1995. To date activities have focused on the three
following mas: technical architecture, technical acquisitions for pilot projects, and technical
evaluations.

Technicat architecture efforts have concentxated in defining a preliminary architecture for the
NGDRS system of repositories. Four major design pMciples are being used to define the
repository model: flexibility, integmtion, ease of access to data, and continuous improvement
or stmmlmng of the system. The corm%balance of these principles will be applied during
Phase II to provide the most appmpriate repository system design.
Specifidly the initial architectural efforts included:
1) Research and discussion on similar efforts to develop comprehensive datahformation
management environments for geoscience technical data, in particular the QC
Data/ALberta (Canada), CIDAI-UK, NPD-DISKOS(Norway), Sonatrach (Algeria), and

PemPetm (Peru) repositories.

2) Diagramming a prelimimy architecture that embodies the principles mentioned above
and iden-g
the major repository components
data entry, data validation, data
prepdon, database management, data warehousing, data archival, data browsing, data
ordering, data retrieval, and data distribution.

-

3) Diagramrmn
. g likely subsystems required to operateon the geosciencetechnicaldata. This
includes a repository usage subsystem, a data ownersbip subsystem, a data brokerage
subsystem, and so forth.
4) A draft description of the components and subsystems mentioned above.

Technical Acquisitions
Activities were undertaken and assistauce given in acquiring certain technical components for
various aspects amcemhg initiation of the Pilot Projects in the NGDRS program. These
acquisitions are necessary in order to begin and plan the individual pilots.
Specifxdly, these acquisitions included:

1) An integrated seismic data set of sufficient size to use a testbed in the Digital Seismic
Data Transfer and Cataloging and Indexing Database pilots, and to use in evaluating a
data browsing/data archiving/data retrieval demonstration system.
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2) Commitment of a robotic tape drive and data mhival system for the demo center.

3) Commitment of POSC personnel and so€twaxe technology for !&u&mbn
O'gthedatain
the pilot programs.

4) A data management and data browsing system (Mob2View) from Mob2 Corporaton.
This is a significant acquisition that will add tremendous leverage to the project, but will
also require a Ipevaluation of project focus and esource allocation.

Technical Evaluations
Technical evaluations of various components and companies that would supply sen4ce-sto test
these components were initiated for the Data Audit and Prioritization, Catalog and Index, and
Paper Records Data Capture seztions of PhaseII. Pilot Project cmrdmta
- 'OnandpilotprelimiMry
design were also initiated.
Specifically, the following activities were undertaken:
1) Companies in Calgary, Denver, and Houston were mearched to evaluae their
capabilities, methodologies, costs, and compatibility for digital data conversion using
Scaaning, digitizing, and photo-imaging techniques.
2) Research on metadata requirements and data retention and data purging criteria was

initiated.

3) Solicitations for a Core and Cuttings data set were undertaken and potential donors
idenwied. procedures for core acceptance,transfer, and pmcessing were also initiated.
4) A generic diagram to indicate timing and dependency relationships between tasks
assigned to The Idormation Store has beea developed. This diagram will be used to
st~~ctuse
The Store adivities and to coordinate other subcontractor activities and to redesign future activities as the project evolves, such as comprehending the effects of the

acquisition of Mobilview on the project and in mihcting or refocusing mmrces and
time as necessary.
DISCLAIMER
This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States
Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their
employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or
process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Reference herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark,
manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recommendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. The views
and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the
United States Government or any agency thereof.
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